Development of Educational Network:
The deanship aims to establish and develop studios (educational network) learning, in order to transfer knowledge to students through devices that transmit the lecture to several female students halls at the university which consists of (a camera - touch screen - documentary digital cameras, (LCD), sound system, interactive white board, an electronic multi-colored pens where such electronic techniques help to motivate the learning process and learners, especially with a smart interactive white board linked to location of faculty members and the female students., This will enable faculty members to practice synchronous lectures to different branches of the university in more than one province.

Producing digital courses:
The devices of technology are within the access of every one to get and to benefit them nowadays in media, education, media, games and etc. Therefore the deanship has taken a new initiative to build electronic course contents according to academic standards and scientific based on instructional design and its advanced models by attracting distinguished specialists in the field of technology and e-learning design to provide easy and accessible information to the students via learning management systems and applications through their smart phones by using (IOS5,Android systems), and other modern systems.

this Includes three options:

- producing digital courses by the support of faculty members.
- producing digital courses by national and international experts.

Establish a production line through Providing an integrated team of specialists in instructional design and digital graphics (2D, 3D), editing, and audio in order to:

- Producing and developing high quality digital decisions in the university.
- Assisting faculty members to design the digital learning objects.
- the adopting scientific standards in educational courses design.